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Abstract. Harmful content, including abusive language, disrespect, and
hate speech, is a growing concern on social media platforms. Despite ef-
forts to tackle this issue, completely preventing the impact of harmful
content on individuals and communities remains challenging. This paper
utilizes Reddit data using a tree structure to study the impact of toxic
content on communities. Machine learning algorithms are employed to
classify the toxicity of each leaf node based on its parent, grandparent
nodes, and the overall average toxicity of the tree. Our methodology
aids policymakers in identifying early warning signs of toxicity and guid-
ing harmful comments toward less toxic avenues. The research offers a
comprehensive analysis of social media platform toxicity, facilitating a
better understanding of variations across platforms and the impact of
toxic content on different communities. Our findings offer valuable in-
sights into the prevalence and impact of toxic content on social media
platforms, and our approach can be used in future studies to provide a
more nuanced understanding of this complex issue.
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1 Introduction

Social media platforms have experienced significant growth in recent years, en-
abling individuals to communicate efficiently and easily across the world. How-
ever, social media platforms have also witnessed an alarming increase in harmful
content, such as hate speech, abusive language, and toxic comments. Social media
toxicity is defined as the use of rude or disrespectful language, including threats,
insults, and identity-based hate. It also encompasses harassment and socially dis-
ruptive persuasion like misinformation, radicalization, and gender-based violence
[1, 2]. The increase of toxic content on social media platforms represents a sig-
nificant threat to both individuals and communities in general. In this study, we
focus on Reddit, one of the most popular social media platforms, to investigate
the prevalence and impact of toxic content on this platform. Even though Red-
dit policymakers have imposed some rules and regulations that remove harmful
content to prevent toxicity from their social media, yet they are still not able
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to remove all toxic posts, specifically the root of toxic comments. NB. Noor [3]
showed a comment thread in Reddit where Reddit authority removed one toxic
comment; however, they could not detect the previous toxic comment and the
root of that comment. Thus our research questions revolve around three main
themes, which are the following: RQ1: How often do Reddit conversations end
with toxic comments? RQ2: Are toxic Reddit conversations characterized by
wider, deeper, and larger branches compared to non-toxic conversations? RQ3:
Can we predict the toxicity of the final comment in a Reddit conversation by
looking at the toxicity of the previous two comments and the overall toxicity of
the conversation? To address these research questions, we employ an approach
utilizing a tree structure to visually and comprehensively examine the impact
of toxic content on Reddit communities. Our methodology enables policymakers
to detect early warning signs of toxicity and redirect potentially harmful com-
ments in less toxic directions, thereby mitigating the impact of toxic content on
Reddit communities. Our study provides a comprehensive analysis of toxicity
on social media platforms and allows for a deeper exploration of the impact of
toxic content on individual communities. The findings of our study offer valu-
able insights into the prevalence and impact of toxic content on social media
platforms, and our approach can be used in future studies to provide a more
nuanced understanding of this complex issue.

2 Literature Review

Several studies have so far been done to classify toxic and non-toxic comments.
To distinguish between toxic comments and non-toxic comments, Sahana et al.
[4] and Taleb et al. [5] devised methods for binary categorization of toxicity.
In another study, Kumar et al. [6] recommended a variety of machine-learning
techniques to categorize toxic comments. Noor et al. [7] and DiCicco et al. [8]
aim to detect toxicity and binary classify them, to evaluate the level of toxicity
present in discussions related to COVID-19 different social media platforms. A
study by Saveski et al. [9] conducted a study on Twitter comments and found
that toxic conversations had larger and more complex conversation trees com-
pared to non-toxic ones. They developed a method to predict the toxicity of
the next reply in a conversation with up to 70.5% accuracy, providing insights
into conversation toxicity and the likelihood of a user posting a toxic reply.
Coletto et al. [10] addressed the challenge of identifying controversial topics in
social media by using network motifs and local patterns of user interaction.
Their approach achieved 85% accuracy in predicting controversy, outperforming
other structural, propagation-based, and temporal network features by 7%. In
another study, Backstrom et al. [11] highlighted the importance of algorithmic
curation for online conversations, specifically focusing on discussion threads.
They proposed and evaluated different approaches leveraging network struc-
ture and participant behavior, demonstrating that learning-based methods that
utilize this information enhance performance in predicting thread length and
user re-entry. Hessel et al. [12] concentrated on predicting controversial posts in
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Reddit communities by examining textual content and tree structure of initial
comments. They found that incorporating discussion features enhances predic-
tive accuracy, particularly with limited comments, and noted that conversation
structure features tend to have better generalization across communities than
conversation content features. Additionally, Rajadesingan et al. [13] investigated
the maintenance of stable norms in political subreddits on Reddit. They identi-
fied self-selection, pre-entry learning, post-entry learning, and retention as key
processes, with pre-entry learning being the main factor contributing to norm
stability. Newcomers adjusted their behavior to match the toxicity level of the
subreddit they joined, but these adjustments were specific to the community
and did not lead to transformative changes across political subreddits. Zhang
et al. [14] introduce a computational framework for analyzing public discussions
on Facebook. It captures social patterns and predicts discussion trajectories,
highlighting participant tendencies over content triggers.

3 Methodology

3.1 Data Collection

In this study, the data was collected from the Reddit platform, specifically from
the "r/Nonewnormal" subreddit, which is known for its anti-vaccine stance. The
Pushshift API was utilized to retrieve all posts and comments from a database
where the information is stored. The data collection process was implemented
using the Python PSAW library, as described in its documentation. The dataset
consisted of 2.2 million posts and comments collected from June 2020 to August
2021. The data for conducting this study were obtained from a subreddit that
was banned in September 2021 due to its dissemination of misinformation and
toxic content related to masks and vaccines [15, 16].

3.2 Data Cleaning and Pre-processing

The collected datasets underwent a cleaning process to eliminate non-intended
language. Afterward, the posts and comments datasets were merged, excluding
removed or deleted posts and comments along with their respective columns. Ad-
ditionally, columns containing spam or bot-generated comments were removed.
For this study, posts or comments without parent or child nodes were excluded.
These steps were taken to guarantee that the datasets used for subsequent anal-
yses were of high quality and dependable. As a result of these measures, the
dataset was refined, and it contained 1.2 million entries after the cleaning and
preprocessing steps.

3.3 Toxicity detection

Detoxify [17], developed by Unitary A.I., is a machine-learning model utilized in
this research. It employs a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) architecture
trained with word vectors to classify text as toxic or non-toxic. The Detoxify API,
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accessible to developers and researchers, provides a probability score between 0
and 1 for each input text, indicating the likelihood of being toxic, with closer
to 0 being more nontoxic and closer to 1 being more toxic. The cleaned dataset
was analyzed using the Detoxify model, generating toxicity scores across seven
categories: Toxicity, Severe Toxicity, Obscene, Threat, Insult, Identity Attack,
and Sexually Explicit. These categories provide insights into different levels and
types of toxic content in online discussions. A threshold of 0.5 was employed
to determine which texts were considered toxic, following a similar approach
by Saveski et al. [9] who determined a threshold of 0.53 through annotator
feedback. Texts with a toxicity score higher than 0.5 were labeled as toxic, while
those with a score of 0.5 or lower were considered non-toxic. By utilizing the
Detoxify model to analyze the dataset, the analysis provided valuable insights
into the prevalence and characteristics of toxic text in online discussions. It
is worth noting that previous studies have also utilized Detoxify and similar
tools to calculate toxicity scores for online discussions. Comparing these scores
across different research can help identify trends and patterns in the use of toxic
language online, thereby informing the development of strategies and tools aimed
at fostering more civil and respectful interactions on the internet.

3.4 Conversation tree generation

This study focused on the "Nonewnormal" subreddit and collected 23,000 con-
versation trees from this specific subreddit. To investigate the range of toxicity
levels in the dataset, the average toxicity score was calculated for each conver-
sation tree, and they were divided into five categories. A subset of 100 trees
was selected from each category for further analysis, resulting in a total of 500
trees. The distribution of these trees across the five categories is illustrated in
Figure 1: non-toxic, less toxic, moderately toxic, toxic, and most commented.
This approach allowed for a more detailed examination of toxic conversations,
taking into account the patterns and dynamics observed across different levels
of toxicity within the dataset. The selection of the fifth category was based on
user engagement, as varying degrees of toxic comments are prevalent within the
Reddit community and are often considered a common form of discourse. We ig-
nored the fourth category of the nontoxic tree as all of the comments and replies
of this category were nontoxic. Figure. 1 depicts the clear distribution of all tree
categories.

3.5 Conversation tree visualization

To visualize the conversation trees from Reddit, we utilized the Tulip visual-
ization tool. Toxicity was determined based on comments with a toxicity score
exceeding 0.5. In the visualization, red and blue colors were used to distinguish
toxic and non-toxic comments, respectively. An example of a conversation tree
from category 5, which had the highest comment count, is displayed in Figure
2. This particular tree comprised 528 comments, with 109 of them classified as
toxic. It ranked 54th among the top 100 trees in that category based on its size.
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Fig. 1. Conversation tree generation and category distribution.

Fig. 2. A conversation tree visualization from most commented tree category (54th)

4 Results and Findings

This section presents the results and findings of this paper by answering the
research questions mentioned in the introduction section.

4.1 Conversations End with Toxicity in Different Categories of Tree

The study’s findings reveal that toxic conversations in online communities tend
to diminish over time due to their inherently toxic nature. While these conver-
sations initially attract participants, they eventually discourage further engage-
ment. This pattern is particularly noticeable in communities with a significant
presence of toxic behavior, such as the anti-vaccine community. To explore this
phenomenon, the study analyzed conversation trees, and the results are pre-
sented in Figure 3, with blue bar graphs indicating nontoxic trees and orange
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bar graphs indicating toxic trees. The analysis revealed that more than 50% of
toxic conversations concluded with toxicity without any further response or en-
gagement (Figure 3 - second plot). In moderate toxic conversations (Figure 3 -
third plot), 42% still ended with toxicity, while in less toxic conversations (Figure
3 - fourth plot), 27.4% of toxic posts were still concluded by the user. Conversely,
the conversation trees with the highest number of comments (Figure 3 - first
plot) predominantly exhibited non-toxic characteristics. The toxicity scores in
these conversations ranged from 0.09 to 0.31, indicating that they were primar-
ily focused on general discussions. In the non-toxic conversations category, there
were no instances of toxic comments. These posts mainly consisted of inquiries or
sharing personal experiences. These findings suggest that toxicity has a negative
impact on the sustainability of conversations in online communities. As toxicity
increases, users are more inclined to disengage, leading to premature termina-
tion of discussions. Therefore, community managers and moderators should be
attentive to toxic behavior and implement appropriate measures to mitigate it.
This approach is vital for fostering healthy and sustainable online conversations.

Fig. 3. Conversations that end with toxicity for each tree category

4.2 Structure of Toxic Conversations: Wider, Deeper, and Larger
Branches

In this study, an analysis was conducted on a conversation tree belonging to
the most commented tree category. This particular conversation tree was ranked
76 based on the number of comments and consisted of 495 comments, with 105
comments identified as toxic (highlighted by red edges in Figure 4). The average
toxicity score for this conversation tree was determined to be 0.21. Visual anal-
ysis of the conversation tree revealed that toxic conversations tend to exhibit
wider, larger, and deeper branches. The red edges are shown with black arrows
in Figure 4 demonstrating that each toxic comment tends to generate more
toxic comments, resulting in an expansion of the conversation both in width and
depth (circled in red in Figure 4). Each branch within the conversation tree typ-
ically contains more nodes than the previous one, contributing to the overall size
of the graph. Users tend to engage more with comments that receive numerous
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replies, which further contributes to the development of toxic conversations. This

Fig. 4. Class distribution and accuracy of the prediction with different machine learning
models for toxic tree

study offers visual representations of different conversation trees categorized by
their toxicity levels and other attributes in order to address the research ques-
tion of whether toxic Reddit conversations are characterized by wider, deeper,
and larger trees. The selection of each tree was determined by specific crite-
ria, such as comment quantity or toxicity level. Structural characteristics like
the size, depth, and width of the trees and the occurrence of toxic comments
within them were thoroughly examined. By using these visualizations, a clear
depiction illustrates the progression of toxic conversations and their distinctions
from non-toxic conversations. These findings can guide future research on on-
line conversations and provide insights on how to encourage more positive and
constructive interactions.

4.3 Predicting the Toxicity of the Last Message in a Reddit
Conversation

In this section, a predictive analysis is conducted to predict the toxicity of the
last reply in a conversation. This prediction was based on the toxicity scores of
the previous two replies and on the overall toxicity score of the conversation. To
perform the analysis, 100 trees from all categories were selected, except the non-
toxic category. Specifically, all leaf nodes with two initial parents were extracted.
Figure 5 illustrates the class distribution of all four tree categories.

To assess the effectiveness of various machine learning algorithms for the
prediction task, such as Logistic Regression, Support Vector Machine, etc., the
evaluation matrices for each category are shown in Table 1 with the algorithms
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Fig. 5. Class distribution of all tree categories. First (most commented), second (most
toxic), third (moderate toxic), and fourth (less toxic) plots

Table 1. Result of Toxicity Prediction for Each Tree Category

Tree Category Accuracy Precision Recall F1 Algorithm
Most Commented 0.82 0.86 0.82 0.75 Logistic Regression

Most Toxic 0.73 0.74 0.73 0.75 Adaboost Classifier
Moderate Toxic 0.59 0.59 0.59 0.59 Gradient Boosting

Less Toxic 0.70 0.66 0.70 0.65 Adaboost Classifier
Non Toxic None None None None None

that are used to get the best accuracy. In Figure 5, we can see the best class
distribution for toxic tree and for this category, the accuracy is 73% with the
Adaboost classifier. Even though we obtained the highest accuracy for the most
commented tree, there is unbalanced class distribution. In Figure 6 the confusion
matrix is shown for each category of trees.

The findings indicate that it is possible to predict the toxicity level of the
last reply in a conversation with a reasonable level of accuracy by taking into
account the toxicity scores of the preceding two replies, and the overall toxicity
score of the conversation. Once we can detect the toxicity in a comment thread,
policymakers can end that conversation to protect potential spread of toxicity.

Fig. 6. Confusion matrix for the leaf node prediction from 100 toxic trees
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5 Conclusion and Future Works

The prevalence and impact of harmful content on Reddit, such as abusive lan-
guage and hate speech, is a concerning issue. This paper addresses the challenges
in detecting and removing toxic comments and presents a tree structure approach
to aid policymakers in the early detection and redirection of harmful content,
mitigating its impact on Reddit communities.

Our observations indicate that toxic conversations often end with harmful
remarks, leading to decreased engagement from users. However, these discus-
sions tend to generate broader, more profound, and more extensive branches,
suggesting that toxic interactions can have a long-lasting impact and influence
on the behavior of other users. Moreover, our analysis shows that it is possible
to predict the toxicity of the next response by considering the toxicity scores
of the previous two comments and the overall context. This discovery carries
significant implications for the advancement of moderation tools that can aid
online platforms in effectively identifying and preventing toxic interactions.

In our future work, we will consider the class imbalance of toxic and nontoxic
comments and try to imply different techniques to balance the dataset before
applying machine learning algorithms. Moreover, we will also take into consid-
eration what might be the toxicity of any following replies based on all previous
replies. We also will examine which comments impact upcoming replies in a con-
versation thread, so that they can be diminished from social media for making
safer places for all the users.
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